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Superlative-modified numerals and negation: A multiply negotiable cost

Teodora Mihoc & Kathryn Davidson*

Abstract. Comparative-modified numerals (CMNs) and superlative-modified numer-
als (SMNs) are reported to exhibit a polarity sensitivity contrast: unlike CMNs, the use
of SMNs is said to be sensitive to embedding under negation. This contrast is however
neither well studied nor well understood, such that the existing views in the literature
disagree vastly on both the basic facts and related expectations. In this paper we inves-
tigate this contrast in three offline experiments. We show that there is strong empirical
support for this reported contrast under negation, but none of the existing analyses of
the contrast can capture it in full, though we do seem to require insights from each.
Keywords. superlative-modified numerals; negation

1. Introduction.

1.1. THE POLARITY SENSITIVITY CONTRAST. Naively speaking, given reference to the same
scale, comparative-modified numerals (CMNs; e.g., more/less than 3) and superlative-modified
numerals (SMNs; e.g., at least/most 3) are pairwise truth-conditionally equivalent (more than 2 = at
least 3 = 3 or 4 or . . . ). However, they are reported to differ in multiple ways. One reported contrast
has to do with polarity sensitivity. This contrast is usually described as follows: CMNs are fine in
all downward-entailing (DE) environments, but SMNs have a mixed profile: they are degraded in
some DE environments, for example a negative declarative (DECL-NEG), but acceptable in other
DE environments, for example, the positive antecedent of a conditional (ANTCOND-POS) or the
positive restriction of a universal (RESTUNIV-POS) (Geurts & Nouwen 2007, a.o.).

(1) Jo didn’t call 3more than 2 / # at least 3 people. (not > 3CMN / # SMN)

(2) If Jo called 3more than 2 / 3at least 3 people, she passed. (if > 3CMN / 3SMN)

(3) Everyone who called 3more than 2 / 3at least 3 people passed. (every > 3CMN / 3SMN)

1.2. FOUR THEORETICAL POSITIONS. The existing literature implicitly or explicitly espouses
the following four views with respect to the polarity sensitivity contrast. Except for the first one,
which denies the contrast, each of these views has a story for the contrast in DECL-NEG and the
non-contrast in ANTCOND/RESTUNIV-POS, as well as predictions for a negative antecedent of
a conditional / restriction of a universal (ANTCOND/RESTUNIV-NEG: If Jo didn’t call at least
3 people, she passed / Everyone who didn’t call at least 3 people passed) and at least one other
prediction. We review each briefly below.

V0: NO CONTRAST. This (admittedly straw-man) view holds that there is no contrast.
V1: PROCESSING COST. This view might be articulated as follows: SMNs are degraded in

DECL-NEG and fine in ANTCOND/RESTUNIV-POS because SMNs incur a processing cost (cf.,
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e.g., Alexandropoulou 2018 and refs. therein) and the first environment contains negation, which
adds to this cost (Wason 1961, Clark & Chase 1972), and the other two do not. This view predicts
that SMNs in ANTCOND/RESTUNIV-NEG should be degraded also, perhaps even more, as these
environments not only contain negation but are also even more complex. This view also suggests
that the DE modifiers might also generally be worse, as they are also in some sense negative.

V2: MONOTONICITY AND EVALUATIVITY (COHEN & KRIFKA 2014). This view goes
as follows: SMNs are degraded in DECL-NEG and fine in ANTCOND/RESTUNIV-POS be-
cause they have two lexical meanings, one sensitive to monotonicity, which requires that
the SMN be in an upward-entailing (UE) environment, a condition violated in both DECL-
NEG and ANTCOND/RESTUNIV-POS above, and one sensitive to evaluativity, which requires
that the property that the SMN combines with be pragmatically positive, a condition met in
ANTCOND/RESTUNIV-POS above, where the positive continuation passed forces the otherwise
neutral call people to be understood as positive. This view predicts that, on the meaning sensitive
to monotonicity, SMNs in ANTCOND/RESTUNIV-NEG should always be fine, as these doubly DE
environments are altogether UE. This view also predicts that, on the meaning sensitive to eval-
uativity, an SMN in either ANTCOND/RESTUNIV-POS or ANTCOND/RESTUNIV-NEG may be
degraded: If you click at least twice, # the system will crash / If you don’t click at least twice, # you
will get a discount is degraded because the negative / positive continuation forces the antecedent to
be understood as negative / positive, which forces the predicate click to be understood as negative.

V3: MONOTONICITY ALONE (SPECTOR 2015, MIHOC 2020). This view goes as follows:
SMNs are degraded in DECL-NEG and fine in ANTCOND/RESTUNIV-POS because SMNs are
sensitive to downward monotonicity and the first environment is DE at all levels whereas the other
two actually contain an UE presupposition (e.g., If Jo called. . . / Everyone who called. . . presup-
pose that it is possible that Jo/someone called). This view predicts that SMNs should be fine in
ANTCOND/RESTUNIV-NEG, as these environments are UE. This view also predicts that SMNs
should be fine, for example, under a negated factive (e.g., Tim doesn’t know that Jo called . . . ),
as this also yields a DE environment with an UE presupposition (that Jo called . . . ), or under two
negations (e.g., Tim doesn’t know that Jo didn’t call . . . ), as this also yields an UE environment.

1.3. GOAL OF THIS PAPER AND PLAN. The four views above are very different. In this paper we
report on three offline experiments in which we tested their basic assumptions and expectations. In
Exp. 1 we checked the basic patterns, trying to decide between V0 and V1-3 and between V1 and
V2-3 (§2). In Exp. 2, we tested a prediction from V2 (§3). And in Exp. 3 we tested a prediction
from V3 (§4). As we show, our findings reject V0 and support a mixture of V1-3 (§5).

1.4. GENERAL NOTES ON METHODS AND RESULTS.
METHODS. The sentences we wanted to test pose a number of specific challenges: (1) These

sentences are complex, with multiple logical operators, and inherently awkward. (2) At least in a
positive declarative, the epistemic state of the speaker might introduce a known confound (SMNs
require an ignorant speaker, though CMNs are fine with either knowledge or ignorance; Nouwen
et al. 2018 and refs. therein). (3) In a negative declarative the target narrow scope, how many?,
reading can be avoided by interpreting the SMN with a wide scope, specific reading (Mayr 2013).
To address all these points, we decided to adopt a card game scenario inspired by Cremers &
Chemla (2017), making it clear that the characters in the game are always talking about how many?
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cards, and never about specific cards, and keeping the epistemic state of the speaker transparent
and constant. Aside from these, an additional challenge is as follows: (4) The nature of the polarity
sensitivity contrast is not clear—these sentences appear to be syntactically well-formed and, with
some effort, one can compute their meaning. To address this, we decided to ask participants to
provide what we term comprehensibility judgments: Do you think x will understand what y said?
All of (1)-(4) are enforced via pictures in every trial. In addition to these, there were further
difficulties, namely: (5) Varying the numeral might add further complexity. To address this we
decided to keep it constant (always three). Finally, (6) The contrast is fairly subtle. To maximize
chances of detecting it, since we had no reason to be concerned about conscious access to the task
affecting responses, we chose not to use any fillers, and merely to present the stimuli in a new,
random order each time. Concrete examples of the tasks and stimuli are given in what follows,
and printouts of the full surveys online at https://osf.io/6gpu3/. Finally: (7) We wanted
a diverse population. To address this, we recruited participants from Amazon Mechanical Turk
(self-reported native speakers of English, different for each of Exp. 1-3, and paid $2, $1, and $1),
and provided a link to the survey, presented via Qualtrics software.

RESULTS. The results were analyzed in R. In each case we first report the raw results in the
form of a plot, then also the result of fitting logistic mixed effects regression models, commenting
in particular on general effects, contrasts between the two modifier types, and contrasts within the
modifier types. Our data and analysis scripts are available at https://osf.io/6gpu3/.

2. Experiment 1.

2.1. GOAL. To test the basic patterns for DECL-NEG and ANTCOND/RESTUNIV-POS, as well
as for ANTCOND/RESTUNIV-NEG, as a way to tease apart V0 from V1-3 and V1 from V2-3.

2.2. METHODS. (Task:) See Fig. 1a. (Sample trial:) See Fig. 1b. (Trial summary:) There
were 24 trials, obtained by crossing the following factors: Env = embedding environment (DECL

= declarative; ANTCOND = antecedent of conditional; RESTUNIV = restriction of universal); Pol
= polarity of Env (POS = positive, NEG = negative); and ModType = modifier type (COMP =
comparative, SUP = superlative) x ModMon = modifier monotonicity (UE, DE), which yield Mod
= modifier (MORETHAN, LESSTHAN, ATLEAST, ATMOST). See Fig. 1c. (Participants:) 99, of
which 3 were excluded (due to unrealistic end time, or providing the same answer in all trials).

2.3. RESULTS. For the raw means see Fig. 1d and for model results see Tabs. 1a-1c. (Gen-
eral effects:) For all environment types, and for both CMNs and SMNs, ratings were signifi-
cantly lower for ModMon=DE, Pol=NEG, the interaction of ModMon=DE with Pol=NEG, and
also (marginally) for Env=RESTUNIV. See Tab. 1a. (Contrasts between Modifier Types:) For the
same level of monotonicity, SMNs in DECL-POS were the same as CMNs; in DECL-NEG were
much worse than CMNs; in a ANTCOND/RESTUNIV-POS were the same as CMNs, except for at
most in a RESTUNIV-POS, which was worse; and in ANTCONT/RESTUNIV-NEG were slightly
worse than CMNs. See Tab. 1b. (Contrasts within Modifier Types:) CMNs degraded from
DECL-NEG to ANTCOND/RESTUNIV-NEG, but SMNs did not. See Tab. 1c.

2.4. DISCUSSION. SMNs were much worse than CMNs in DECL-NEG but on a par with CMNs
in ANTCOND/RESTUNIV-POS. This argues strongly against V0 and in favor of V1-3. SMNs were
in fact significantly worse than CMNs in every NEG condition. This might seem to support V1
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(a) Exp. 1 task.

In this survey you will answer questions about a group of friends playing a game. At the beginning of the game each
player gets dealt a hand of seven cards. After taking a quick look at them, they must place the cards face down and
try to remember their hands. Then they take turns giving clues about their hands to the other players in the form of
statements describing their hands. You will see what a player remembers about his/her cards and the statement s/he
makes, then you will be asked if you think the other players will understand what s/he said.

Note: a or a means that the player doesn’t remember if a particular card in his hand was a club or a spade, or
a diamond or a heart, respectively.

(b) Exp. 1 sample trial. Answer options: Yes/No. The epistemic state was as illustrated across all trials.

(c) Exp. 1 trial summary. All participants saw all trials, in random order.

Env Pol ModType (COMP, SUP) x ModMon (UE, DE) = Mod

DECL
POS I have Mod 3 [suit].

NEG I don’t have Mod 3 [suit]

ANTCOND
POS If you have Mod 3 [suit], then we have something in common.

NEG If you don’t have Mod 3 [suit], then we have something in common.

RESTUNIV
POS Everyone who has Mod 3 [suit] has something in common with me.

NEG Everyone who doesn’t have Mod 3 [suit] has something in common with me.

(d) Exp. 1 raw means and their associated 95% binomial CIs. n = 96.

Figure 1: Exp. 1 (a) instructions, (b) sample trial, (c) trial summary, and (d) raw results.
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(a) Exp. 1 predicted effects – general (abridged, but listing all the significant contrasts).

Estimate Std. Error z value Pr(>|z|)
(Intercept) 6.30 0.93 6.795 < 0.0001

ModMonDE -3.58 0.90 -3.978 0.0001
ModTypeSup -0.59 1.11 -0.532 0.5949

PolNeg -3.77 0.92 -4.103 < 0.0001
EnvRestUniv -1.68 0.95 -1.759 0.0785

ModMonDE:PolNeg 2.67 0.97 2.746 0.0060
ModTypeSup:PolNeg -1.69 1.17 -1.442 0.1492

(b) Exp. 1 predicted effects – between Modifier Types (separated by Modifier Monotonicity).

Env Pol Mod OR CI z p
Decl Pos MoreThan-AtLeast 1.80 [0.13, 25.63] 0.532 1.0000
Decl Pos LessThan-AtMost 2.02 [0.61, 6.64] 1.413 0.1576
Decl Neg MoreThan-AtLeast 9.73 [3.29, 28.83] 5.016 < 0.0001
Decl Neg LessThan-AtMost 40.68 [12.66, 130.78] 7.597 < 0.0001
AntCond Pos MoreThan-AtLeast 0.84 [0.04, 19.27] -0.135 1.0000
AntCond Pos LessThan-AtMost 2.13 [0.76, 5.96] 1.768 0.1540
AntCond Neg MoreThan-AtLeast 2.86 [1.13, 7.19] 2.722 0.0065
AntCond Neg LessThan-AtMost 4.56 [1.77, 11.72] 3.842 0.0001
RestUniv Pos MoreThan-AtLeast 1.42 [0.24, 8.37] 0.477 1.0000
RestUniv Pos LessThan-AtMost 3.56 [1.32, 9.62] 3.054 0.0068
RestUniv Neg MoreThan-AtLeast 3.59 [1.45, 8.88] 3.385 0.0014
RestUniv Neg LessThan-AtMost 5.32 [2.10, 13.53] 4.294 < 0.0001

(c) Exp. 1 predicted effects – within Modifier Types (separated by Modified Monotonicity).

Env Pol Mod OR CI z p
Decl-AntCond Neg MoreThan 3.37 [1.09, 10.42] 2.577 0.0199
Decl-RestUniv Neg MoreThan 4.19 [1.38, 12.73] 3.092 0.0060
Decl-AntCond Neg LessThan 5.07 [1.94, 13.25] 4.045 0.0002
Decl-RestUniv Neg LessThan 3.78 [1.47, 9.74] 3.371 0.0015
Decl-AntCond Neg AtLeast 0.99 [0.43, 2.29] -0.030 0.9760
Decl-RestUniv Neg AtLeast 1.55 [0.68, 3.52] 1.272 0.5521
Decl-AntCond Neg AtMost 0.57 [0.19, 1.67] -1.253 0.4202
Decl-RestUniv Neg AtMost 0.50 [0.17, 1.43] -1.587 0.3373

Table 1: Exp. 1 model results. y ∼ModMon * ModType * Pol * Env + (1 + (ModMon + ModType
+ Pol + Env) | Participant). (Significant results, ‘***’ through ‘.’, in gray.)

over V2-3. However, this contrast was much larger in DECL-NEG than in ANTCOND/RESTUNIV-
NEG, due to the fact that, while CMNs degrade between these conditions, SMNs do not. This is
inexplicable on V1, where SMNs in ANTCOND/RESTUNIV-NEG are expected to be even worse,
just like CMNs, but consistent with V2-3, where SMNs are actually expected to improve. We also
failed to find a general penalty for SMNs. Altogether, this suggests that the specific interaction of
SMNs with negation is explained not by V1 but rather by V2-3. However, we also found a general
penalty for the modifier monotonicity being DE and for negation, and for their interaction. This
suggests that V1 always plays a general role also. The fact that we also found a general penalty for
the environment being the restriction of a universal is surprising on all of V1-3.
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3. Experiment 2.

3.1. GOAL. To check what happens to SMNs in ANTCOND/RESTUNIV-POS/NEG if we vary the
pragmatic polarity of the predicate in the continuation, as a way to test the basic insight behind V2
that the key to SMNs in ANTCOND/RESTUNIV lies with questions of evaluativity. If V2 is correct,
we expect this manipulation to make a big difference. In particular, an SMN with a pragmatically
neutral predicate in ANTCOND/RESTUNIV-POS should be fine with a positive continuation, and
in ANTCOND/RESTUNIV-NEG should be fine with a negative continuation.

3.2. METHODS. (Task:) Similar to Exp. 1, adapted to support minimal manipulations of prag-
matic predicate polarity in the continuation. See Fig. 2a. (Sample trial:) See Fig. 2b. (Trial
summary:) Each participant saw 32 trials, obtained by crossing the following factors: Env =
embedding environment (ANTCOND = antecedent of conditional; RESTUNIV = restriction of uni-
versal); Pol1 = polarity of Env (POS = positive, NEG = negative); Pol2 = pragmatic polarity of
predicate in the continuation (POS = positive; NEG = negative); and ModType x ModMon = Mod
(as before). See Fig. 2c. (Participants:) 45, of which 5 excluded (same answer in all trials).

3.3. RESULTS. For the raw means see Fig. 2d and for model results see Tabs. 2a-2c. (General
effects:) For both environment types, and for both CMNs and SMNs, ratings were significantly
lower for Pol1=NEG, the interaction of ModMon=DE, ModType=SUP, and Pol2=NEG, the in-
teraction of all the previous factors with Env=RESTUNIV, and the interaction of all the previous
factors with Pol1=NEG. See Tab. 2a. (Contrasts between Modifier Types:) Compared to its
CMN counterpart more than, the UE SMN at least: in POS-POS was similar; in POS-NEG was
similar in ANTCOND but worse in RESTUNIV; in NEG-POS was worse; and in NEG-NEG was
similar. Compared to its CMN counterpart less than, the DE SMN at most was worse in every
condition, although across the two environment types the magnitude of the contrast varied as fol-
lows: POS-NEG > POS-POS > NEG-POS > NEG-NEG. See Tab. 2b. (Contrasts within Modifier
Types:) Ratings were high for all the modifiers in POS-POS (with the notable exception of at most
in RESTUNIV), and generally remained so in POS-NEG also—except for at most, which degraded
dramatically (including in the case of RESTUNIV). And ratings are lower for all the modifiers
in NEG-POS, and generally remained so in NEG-NEG also—except for at least, which improved
dramatically. See Tab. 2c.

3.4. DISCUSSION. Ratings for SMNs in ANTCOND/RESTUNIV-POS/NEG were affected by the
pragmatic polarity of the continuation, both at least and at most being sometimes a lot better or a
lot worse as a result of it. This is completely surprising on V1 or V3 but precisely as expected on
V2. However, the patterns for at least and at most diverged vastly, and neither followed exactly the
expectations from V2. This suggests that SMNs in ANTCOND/RESTUNIV-POS/NEG are indeed
sensitive to notions of evaluativity, as expected on V2, but the monotonicity of the modifier also
makes a (big) difference. We also found a general penalty for negation, which again supports a
general role of V1, and also a small penalty for the environment being the restriction of a universal
(possibly specific to SMN though the trend is not clear), which is again surprising on all of V1-3.
(We did not find a general penalty for the modifier being DE, though this is likely still there, being
simply obscured by the strong interaction of SMN modifier monotonicity with the two kinds of
polarity.)
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(a) Exp. 2 task.

In this survey you will answer questions about a group of friends playing a game. At the beginning of the game each
player gets dealt a hand of seven cards. They are not allowed to see their own cards but they are allowed to take a
quick look at their neighbor’s hand. They try to remember their neighbor’s hand as well as they can because in the
next step they have to come up with a rule that would make that neighbor (and possibly other players too) lose or win.
You will see what a player remembers about their neighbor’s hand and the rule they make up, then you will be asked
if you think the other players will understand what they said. Note, we’re not asking you if it is a good rule or a bad
rule, but whether it is a rule that is going to be understandable for the other players to follow.

Note: a or a means that the player doesn’t remember if a particular card in his hand was a club or a spade, or
a diamond or a heart, respectively.

(b) Exp. 2 sample trial. Answer options: Yes/No. The epistemic state was as illustrated across all trials.

(c) Exp. 2 trial summary. All participants saw all trials, in random order.

Env Pol1 Pol2 ModType (COMP, SUP) x ModMon (UE, DE) = Mod

ANTCOND
POS POS/NEG If you have Mod 3 [suit], you win/lose.

NEG POS/NEG If you don’t have Mod 3 [suit], you win/lose.

RESTUNIV
POS POS/NEG Everyone who has Mod 3 [suit] wins/loses.

NEG POS/NEG Everyone who doesn’t have Mod 3 [suit] wins/loses.

(d) Exp. 2 raw means and their associated 95% binomial CIs. n = 40.

Figure 2: Exp. 2 (a) instructions, (b) sample trial, (c) trial summary, and (d) raw results.
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(a) Exp. 2 predicted effects – general (abridged, but listing all the significant contrasts).

Est. Std. Error z value Pr(>|z|)
(Intercept) 6.07 1.21 5.028 < 0.0001

ModMonDE -1.87 1.30 -1.436 0.1509
ModTypeSup -1.33 1.30 -1.023 0.3063

Pol1Neg -4.25 1.19 -3.585 0.0003
Pol2Neg -0.78 1.23 -0.630 0.5288

EnvRestUniv -0.26 1.30 -0.198 0.8430
ModMonDE:ModTypeSup:Pol2Neg -3.77 2.10 -1.793 0.0730

ModMonDE:ModTypeSup:Pol2Neg:EnvRestUniv 6.19 3.02 2.050 0.0404
ModMonDE:ModTypeSup:Pol1Neg:Pol2Neg:EnvRestUniv -6.43 3.48 -1.849 0.0644

(b) Exp. 2 predicted effects – between Modifier Types (separated by Modifier Monotonicity).

Env Pol1 Pol2 Mod OR CI z p
AntCond Pos Pos MoreThan-AtLeast 3.78 [0.20, 69.85] 1.023 0.5451
AntCond Pos Pos LessThan-AtMost 13.15 [1.45, 119.61] 2.616 0.0089
AntCond Pos Neg MoreThan-AtLeast 1.76 [0.12, 26.56] 0.467 0.6402
AntCond Pos Neg LessThan-AtMost 264.82 [29.54, 2374.44] 5.701 < 0.0001
AntCond Neg Pos MoreThan-AtLeast 4.80 [1.18, 19.54] 2.506 0.0244
AntCond Neg Pos LessThan-AtMost 10.71 [2.28, 50.38] 3.434 0.0012
AntCond Neg Neg MoreThan-AtLeast 0.67 [0.12, 3.64] -0.532 0.5946
AntCond Neg Neg LessThan-AtMost 6.90 [1.48, 32.22] 2.809 0.0099
RestUniv Pos Pos MoreThan-AtLeast 4.00 [0.24, 68.07] 1.097 0.5451
RestUniv Pos Pos LessThan-AtMost 96.56 [6.66, 1400.93] 3.830 0.0003
RestUniv Pos Neg MoreThan-AtLeast 48.06 [2.34, 988.59] 2.870 0.0082
RestUniv Pos Neg LessThan-AtMost 102.38 [13.90, 753.84] 5.196 < 0.0001
RestUniv Neg Pos MoreThan-AtLeast 2.91 [0.75, 11.26] 1.769 0.0769
RestUniv Neg Pos LessThan-AtMost 4.74 [1.09, 20.65] 2.370 0.0178
RestUniv Neg Neg MoreThan-AtLeast 0.39 [0.09, 1.62] -1.480 0.2776
RestUniv Neg Neg LessThan-AtMost 3.75 [0.79, 17.86] 1.895 0.0581

(c) Exp. 2 predicted effects – within Modifier Types (separated by Modified Monotonicity).

Env Pol1 Pol2 Mod OR CI z p
AntCond Pos Pos-Neg MoreThan 2.17 [0.14, 34.51] 0.630 1.0000
AntCond Pos Pos-Neg LessThan 1.65 [0.15, 17.65] 0.471 0.6374
AntCond Pos Pos-Neg AtLeast 1.01 [0.07, 14.96] 0.010 0.9920
AntCond Pos Pos-Neg AtMost 33.16 [6.61, 166.30] 4.867 < 0.0001
AntCond Neg Pos-Neg MoreThan 0.82 [0.19, 3.46] -0.310 0.7568
AntCond Neg Pos-Neg LessThan 1.35 [0.41, 4.48] 0.557 0.5775
AntCond Neg Pos-Neg AtLeast 0.11 [0.03, 0.50] -3.280 0.0021
AntCond Neg Pos-Neg AtMost 0.87 [0.17, 4.33] -0.197 0.8614
RestUniv Pos Pos-Neg MoreThan 0.42 [0.02, 11.43] -0.590 1.0000
RestUniv Pos Pos-Neg LessThan 3.53 [0.21, 58.42] 1.008 0.6271
RestUniv Pos Pos-Neg AtLeast 5.02 [0.54, 46.87] 1.620 0.2103
RestUniv Pos Pos-Neg AtMost 3.74 [1.06, 13.22] 2.345 0.0190
RestUniv Neg Pos-Neg MoreThan 1.91 [0.52, 7.04] 1.114 0.5307
RestUniv Neg Pos-Neg LessThan 2.19 [0.62, 7.72] 1.399 0.3235
RestUniv Neg Pos-Neg AtLeast 0.26 [0.07, 0.93] -2.360 0.0183
RestUniv Neg Pos-Neg AtMost 1.73 [0.36, 8.28] 0.788 0.8614

Table 2: Exp. 2 model results. y ∼ ModMon * ModType * Pol1 * Pol2 * Env + (1+ (ModMon +
ModType + Pol1 + Pol2 + Env)|Participant). (Significant results, ‘***’ through ‘.’, in gray.) 8 / 12



4. Experiment 3.

4.1. GOAL. To check what happens to SMNs under [DE-ENVIRONMENT]-POS/NEG if we vary
the DE environment from ANTCOND to the scope of a negated factive, as a way to test the basic
insight behind V3 that the key to SMNs in ANTCOND/RESTUNIV lies with questions of mono-
tonicity. If V3 is correct, we expect this manipulation to make no difference. In particular, an SMN
under POS/NEG should be the same whether further embedded in ANTCOND or a negated factive,
as both ANTCOND and a negated factive define a DE environment with an UE presupposition.

4.2. METHODS. (Task:) Similar to Exp. 1, adapted to support minimal manipulations of the
matrix-level DE environment. See Fig. 3a. (Sample trial:) See Fig. 3b. (Trial summary:) 16 tri-
als, obtained by crossing the following factors: Env = matrix embedding environment (ANTCOND

= antecedent of conditional that here also contains a factive, MATRIXNEG = scope of matrix nega-
tion which here also contains a factive); Pol = polarity of the embedded clause (POS = positive,
NEG = negative); and ModType x ModMon = Mod (as before). See Fig. 3c. (Participants:) 45,
none excluded.

4.3. RESULTS. For the raw means see Fig. 3d and for model results see Tabs. 3a-3c. (General
effects:) For all environment types, and for both CMNs and SMNs, ratings were significantly
lower for MODMON=DE and POL=NEG. See Tab. 3a. (Contrasts between Modifier Types:)
For all environment types, for the same level of monotonicity, SMNs (a) in POL=POS are similar
to CMNs but in POL=NEG are sometimes worse, this effect being clearly detected for at least,
especially in MATRIXNEG. See Tab. 3b. (Contrasts within Modifier Types:) Ratings for all the
modifiers degrade somewhat between ANTCOND and MATRIXNEG, but for SMNs this effect was
sometimes found significant, being detected in POL=POS for at most and in POL = NEG for both
at least and at most. See Tab. 3c.

4.4. DISCUSSION. Ratings for SMNs in POS/NEG had similar patterns regardless of the choice
of a matrix DE environment. This is completely surprising on V1 or V2 but precisely as expected
on V3. The biggest point of difference comes from ANTCOND-POS and MATRIXNEG-POS. On
V1 and V2, on which these conditions are merely more complex variants of ANTCOND-POS and
DECL-NEG in Exp. 1, SMNs were expected to be fine in ANTCOND-POS but very degraded in
MATRIX-NEG, contrary to what was observed. However, on V3, on which the presence of the
factive does not just make these conditions more complex than their Exp. 1 counterparts but in
fact fundamentally distinguishes MATRIXNEG-POS from DECL-NEG, endowing it with an UE
presupposition, SMNs are expected to be fine in both ANTCOND-POS and MATRIXNEG-POS,
just as observed. This validates the insight from V3 that SMNs in ANTCOND(/RESTUNIV) care
about monotonicity. However, although similar across the two matrix DE environments, SMNs
still degraded slightly from ANTCOND to MATRIXNEG. This suggests that, while SMNs in
ANTCOND(/RESTUNIV)-POS/NEG are indeed sensitive to a deeper notion of monotonicity, as
expected on V3, the specific identity of the DE operator (and possibly also whether it is actual
negation) also makes a (small) difference. (Note: This brings to mind the finding from Exps. 1-2
that, although similar to ANTCOND, RESTUNIV was always slightly worse.) In addition to this,
we also found a general penalty for the modifier monotonicity being DE and for the embedded
polarity being negative, suggesting yet again that V1 always plays a general role also.
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(a) Exp. 3 task.

In this survey you will consider a commentator for a televised card-playing game, and answer questions about how
understandable the commentator is. At the beginning of the game each player gets dealt seven cards, two of which
are hidden. Then in each round some rule is issued, and players can choose whether or not to bet on their own hand.
A commentator, who knows what the hidden cards are for each player, discusses the player’s move. You will see a
player’s hand and the commentator’s comment, then you will be asked if you think the viewers will understand what
the commentator said.
Note: In the hands that you will see, cards with a white background such as represent cards that are visible to the

player, while cards with a grey background such as represent hidden cards, that is, cards that are not visible to the
player but visible to the commentator.

(b) Exp. 3 sample trial. Answer options: Yes/No. The epistemic state was as illustrated across all trials.

(c) Exp. 3 trial summary. All participants saw all trials, in random order.

Env Pol ModType (COMP, SUP) x ModMon (UE, DE) = Mod

MATRIXNEG
POS [name] doesn’t know that s/he has Mod 3 [suit]

NEG [name] doesn’t know that s/he doesn’t have Mod 3 [suit]

ANTCOND
POS If [name] knew that s/he has Mod 3 [suit], s/he would bet differently

NEG If [name] knew that s/he doesn’t have Mod 3 [suit], s/he would bet differently

(d) Exp. 3 raw means and their associated 95% binomial CIs. n = 45.

Figure 3: Exp. 3 (a) instructions, (b) sample trial, (c) trial summary, and (d) raw results.
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(a) Exp. 3 predicted effects – general (abridged, but listing all the significant contrasts).

Estimate Std. Error z value Pr(>|z|)
(Intercept) 4.30 0.96 4.464 < 0.0001

ModMonDE -2.34 0.94 -2.480 0.0131
ModTypeSup -0.26 1.12 -0.233 0.8161

PolNeg -2.15 0.99 -2.186 0.0288
EnvMatrixNeg -0.52 0.96 -0.539 0.5898

ModMonDE:ModTypeSup -0.03 1.22 -0.021 0.9834
ModMonDE:PolNeg -0.91 1.10 -0.828 0.4078

ModTypeSup:PolNeg -0.83 1.22 -0.677 0.4987
ModMonDE:EnvMatrixNeg 0.07 1.09 0.067 0.9468

ModTypeSup:EnvMatrixNeg -0.64 1.30 -0.497 0.6190
PolNeg:EnvMatrixNeg -0.32 1.11 -0.290 0.7716

ModMonDE:ModTypeSup:PolNeg 1.58 1.47 1.077 0.2816
ModMonDE:ModTypeSup:EnvMatrixNeg -0.21 1.51 -0.139 0.8891

ModMonDE:PolNeg:EnvMatrixNeg 0.70 1.38 0.508 0.6112
ModTypeSup:PolNeg:EnvMatrixNeg 0.25 1.51 0.169 0.8661

ModMonDE:ModTypeSup:PolNeg:EnvMatrixNeg -0.61 1.89 -0.321 0.7479

(b) Exp. 3 predicted effects – between Modifier Types (separated by Modifier Monotonicity).

Env Pol Mod OR CI z p
AntCond Pos MoreThan-AtLeast 1.30 [0.10, 16.06] 0.233 0.8161
AntCond Pos LessThan-AtMost 1.33 [0.30, 5.96] 0.428 0.6687
AntCond Neg MoreThan-AtLeast 2.96 [0.69, 12.71] 1.672 0.0946
AntCond Neg LessThan-AtMost 0.62 [0.16, 2.37] -0.793 0.5065
MatrixNeg Pos MoreThan-AtLeast 2.47 [0.34, 17.98] 1.023 0.6131
MatrixNeg Pos LessThan-AtMost 3.13 [0.84, 11.63] 1.946 0.1033
MatrixNeg Neg MoreThan-AtLeast 4.38 [1.17, 16.40] 2.505 0.0245
MatrixNeg Neg LessThan-AtMost 2.09 [0.49, 8.85] 1.143 0.5065

(c) Exp. 3 predicted effects – within Modifier Types (separated by Modified Monotonicity).

Env Pol Mod OR CI z p
AntCond-MatrixNeg Pos MoreThan 1.68 [0.20, 14.37] 0.539 0.5898
AntCond-MatrixNeg Pos LessThan 1.56 [0.38, 6.38] 0.706 0.9598
AntCond-MatrixNeg Pos AtLeast 3.19 [0.35, 29.04] 1.178 0.2386
AntCond-MatrixNeg Pos AtMost 3.66 [1.02, 13.11] 2.282 0.0450
AntCond-MatrixNeg Neg MoreThan 2.32 [0.56, 9.64] 1.320 0.3739
AntCond-MatrixNeg Neg LessThan 1.07 [0.29, 3.89] 0.111 0.9598
AntCond-MatrixNeg Neg AtLeast 3.42 [1.10, 10.66] 2.426 0.0305
AntCond-MatrixNeg Neg AtMost 3.57 [0.90, 14.23] 2.065 0.0450

Table 3: Exp. 3 model results. y ∼ModMon * ModType * Pol * Env + (1 +(ModMon + ModType
+ Pol + Env) |Participant). (Significant results, ‘***’ through ‘.’, in gray.)
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5. Conclusion. In contrast to CMNs, SMNs are reported to degrade under negation, though not in
all DE environments. The literature offers four views: This contrast (V0) does not exist, or it exists
and it is about (V1) processing cost, (V2) monotonicity and evaluativity (Cohen & Krifka 2014),
or (V3) monotonicity alone (Spector 2015, Mihoc 2020). In this paper we found the contrast does
exist, pace V0, but is richer than processing cost, pace V1, the interaction between SMNs under
negation being multiply negotiable, as on V2-3. For the reasons discussed above and others, we
believe the basic interaction of SMNs with DE environments is best captured by V3 (Spector 2015,
Mihoc 2020). (Further reasons include: SMNs are degraded with many DE operators, e.g., without,
etc., suggesting that V1 is too limited; SMNs are bad under negation even with a stereotypically
positive property, e.g., Jo didn’t solve # at least 3 problems, suggesting that the V2 solution for
negation is incomplete—cf. also Cohen & Krifka 2014; 81; and all the DE environments where
SMNs are fine seem to contain an UE presupposition, e.g., the scope of only, suggesting that the V2
solution for the conditional/universal is missing a generalization.) At the same time, we conclude
that V3 must be enriched to capture the evaluativity effect that inspired V2 (for an attempt see
Mihoc to appear) and the general fixed costs of various DE operators that inspired V1.
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